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Lockwood Reaffirms Value of Liberal Arts Education
By Jeanine Figur
In an address entitled "The
Privileged Community" President
Theodore Lockwood welcomed
both old and new Trinity students
at the Convocation ceremony,
;• Thursday, September 4.

Career Counseling office has been
moved to a central location on
campus.
Lockwood emphasized that
Trinity wants students to know
what opportunities are open and
available to them. He did express,
however, a dislike for careeroriented curricula.

make judgements based on the
result of inquiry, and then to act on
those judgements," he said.
He said that he felt that a life of
dignity is still possible in today's
world and that a liberal education
possesses a type of arrogance,
because it is centered on man, and
not technology.
Lockwood remarked that men
flourish in a community. He encourages all Trinity students to
develop a sense of value of
education.

"But we shall not violate the
integrity of the curriculum in order
to provide skill courses - courses
which would be of dubious value to
you in the long run anyway," said
Lockwood.
"The future holds precious little
Alluding to a recent meeting in
"It is not easy to retain this
promise to maintain high perspective,
Washington
at
which
he
this
emphasis
on
the
academic standards," said Lock- dignity of man, when financial represented Trinity, he said that
-wood.
problems rotate around us." Lock- many public educators expressed
wood said that the public wonders sentiments of envy for private
He emphasized that there is a why so many students should at- liberal arts institutions like
i growing concern among educators tend college, especially if they are Trinity. Public administrators are
iover students preoccupation with not guaranteed a job upon confronted with financial conflicts M
pre-professional studies, sharp- graduation.
and threats from expanding ">»
Igrade competition, and their apcommunity colleges.
JS
Attempting to discover what
iparent unwillingness to "explore
direction education was headed
Lockwood noted that clarity of °"
the unknown."
for, Lockwood took an analytical thinking and expression is an £
important element in a liberal M£
"Yet no attentiveness to man- look at the past.
power needs, to assumed
He compared the plight of the education. He feels that it offers a
vocational opportunities, to 'high students of the 60's with those of level of sophistication and com- _£
skilling' means much unless a the 70 's. He emphasized the in- mands a certain respect which o
person educates himself first in the crease in art majors, the great should be a major concern of all -g
g
many aspects of human ex- interest in law and medical Trinity students.
perience," said Lockwood.
schools.
Lockwood said,
"Trinity
: He stressed that Trinity' at"Liberal education begins with students should preserve the
tempts to aid its students in a the assumption that we are free to community, improve it, and care
future career. For this reason the learn and inquire for a purpose, to for it."
Speaking on the main quad,
Lockwood's remarks dealt with the
various changes and problems
presently confronting institutions
of higher learning.
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Class of '79 Reflects National Trends
Trinity has received in its 153 year
history.
By Wenda Harris
One of the smallest freshman
Muir said he attributes the
glasses to enroll at Trinity College number of applications to the fact
in recent years matriculated on that high school students are apMonday. The class of 1979 includes plying to seven or eight colleges
|23l men and 164 women, making a today, in comparison to three or
total of 395 students. Last year 244 four a few years ago. "Colleges
men and 209 women matriculated. like Trinity are easier to enroll in
;•• According to Howie Muir, dean now than, five years ago," Muir
Of admissions, about 1600 men and said. "We're now admitting more
1200 women submitted applications students with the expectation that
to Trinity for admission this fall, less will come."
Muir's statement is evidenced by
the largest number of applications

the fact that 75 students were taken
from the original waiting list of
about 250.
Approximately 40 transfer
students were accepted from an
application pool of about 425.
Although the number of transfer
applications is comparable to the
number in recent years, fewer
transfer students were accepted
this year to make more room for
incoming freshman, Muir said.
The usual number of accepted
transfers is 50 to 60.

Of the 140 minority students who
submitted applications, 71 \ were
admitted, Muir said, and 20 accepted admission.
Eight or ,ten members of the
class of '79 come from foreign
countries. Among them Muir noted
Kenya, Norway, Brazil and Spain.
Muir also said that some members
of the freshman class who are
American citizens had gone to high
school in foreign countries such as
Lebanon.

85% to 95% of this year's freshmen
are from New England and the
:
mid-Atlantic states. Freshmen
from private schools comprise 41% \
of their class, about the same
percentage as in past years, Muir
said.

While members of the class of '79
show a better ranking in their high
school classes ~ 65% were in the
top 10% of their class --. than
members of classes in recent
years, Muir explained that the
According to Muir's statistics, class ranking statistics can be
misleading because of the nature
of the courses at different schools.
Muir expressed some concern at
the decline in the mean SAT scores
on the verbal tests', He said the
average for this year's freshman is
540, indicative of the national
decline in SAT verbal scores. Most.
schools have witnessed a 40 point:
decline, Muir estimated, and SOPH:
schools have seen almost a loo
point decline in the past few years.
"This is significant of something,
but I'm not sure what," Muir
commented. He did add, however,
that it may be attributable to the
lack of proper English being taught
.throughout the country.
The average math SAT test score
remains at a consistent 620
Despite some concern about the
SAT verbal scores, Muir said, "No
one would claim that a high school
SAT score necessarily defines the
person or the class." Trinity
College does not place much
emphasis on SAT scores, he said.
"We can't measure the individual
n this way."
1

s.

Fresh get first taste of red tape.

Muir said Trinity's admissions
department does as much
recruitment as do similar schools,
but representatives travel less
than representatives from midwestern colleges. Representatives
speak at secondary schools, he
said, and alumni are utilized to
(continued on page 2)
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Mother" Hall Undergoes Facelift

By Diane Schwartz
The start of the current
academic year involved not only
adjusting to new classes and
housing arrangements, but also to
changes in the dining services at
Mather Hall,
The eating facilities have been
rearranged, refurbished, and
renovated. A new room is
presently under construction and
it's completion will provide additional searing. Prior to that time,
tables have been set up in Wean
Lounge to accommodate diners,
It
has not been deemed
necessary to open Hamlin Hall
during meals.
Dave Meyers, head of SAGA,
gave some suggestions for
enabling the new dining procedure
to work more effectively. He
proposed that the increased
utilization of the third serving line,
the red dining room. And the more
even spacing of arrivals at Mather
during eating hours would help
reduce and eliminate some of the
lines,
crowding,
and inconvenience.
The current system replaces an
antiquated one. Previously there
was insufficient space to allow
each person the recommended
square feet per diner to which they
are entitled.
The food preparation facilities
are now separated from the dish

crew to alleviate the contusion and
congestion that had formerly taken
place. Outside help now check
meal tickets, replacing the job
which was formerly filled by
students.
Explaining this change in policy,
Meyer said "In order to be a good
checker, you can't have any
friends."
SAGA's head claims that it is
still "too early to say" how effective the changes
will be.
Presently some minor problems
need to be worked out. Veteran
employees who have the advantage of being familiar with the
location of supplies, as well as their
newly-hired counterparts, require
training in order to become
acquainted with the design and
operation of the present system..
Other drawbacks include lack ot
ample work room on the conveyor
belts for the dish crew. Since class
schedules have not yet been
finalized; students have not been
eating on a regulated timetable
and a backlog develops and lines
form.
The deadline for dropping the
meal plan is 5 pm, Sun., Sept. 14.
Soon after this date, permanent
meal tickets will be issued to those
remaining on the program. The
cards will utilize the same
photograph that is on the college

TOP to Offer Excursions,
Classes This Fall
By George Griswold
The Trinity Outing Program
(TOP) swings into its second
semester of operation this fall with
a variety of innovations planned.
According to David Lee,
Associate Dean for Student Services and one of the organizers of
TOP, observed that there was a
need in the Trinity experience for
increasing people's awareness of
the outdoors.
Lee, the onjy official in the
organization, observed his role as
an overseer of the program's trip
schedules and rental plans.
Michael Marlies, a visiting
assistant of philosophy last year
helped establish, the organization.
TOP'S activities include hiking,
backpacking, mountaineering,
technical climbing, canoeing and
kayaking. Nearly two dozen excursions are planned for this fall.
Each trip is rated according to
its level of difficulty. Lee
remarked that this allows an individual to discern whether he or
she has the necessary experience
to participate.

This fall, several classes on rock
climbing, winter camping and
kayaking will be offered. Lee noted
that because of the increased
number of individuals in the
program's course instruction,
more people will be able to participate on the trips.
In most cases the. sole cost of a
trip is for transportation, however
the cost of food' is occasionally
addedto the fee. Day trips usually
cost more than'a few dollars. Nonmembers pay an additional fee of
less than one dollar.
According to Lee, many faculty
members and administrators are
able to learn the "fine tricks" of
camping dnd climbing from the
underclassmen in the program. He
added that possibly the most far
reaching result of TOP is teaching
students a sense of responsibility.
This sense is gained from the
activities ranging from climbing
an eighty foot cliff to taking the
renatal bags to the dry cleaners,
Lee added.

Class of '791
(continued from page 1),
some degree for recruitment
purposes. Muir guessed that the
College will do more recruiting as
the costs of education increase.
Trinity's early decision program
is "informal," according to Muir.
A formal program was abolished
three years ago, and only for a
very select few is an early acceptance decision granted, he said.
More than a year ago Trinity's
1000 male quota Was abolished, yet
less women were accepted to the
class of 1979 than to the class of
1978. The class of 1979 has about 45
fewer women than last year's
class, but only 20 fewer men.
Muir explained that the number
of applications from women were
about 400 less than the number of
male applications. He also said
that despite the abolishment of the
1000 male quota, there are built-in
biases in admissions procedure. He
named sports and certain subjects
like engineering as examples.
"Hundreds of people come to
watch a Trinity football game, "he
said, "but only about 50 come to
see women's field hockey." He
emphasized that many courses in

the sciences tend to attract more
men than women.
Muir said the admissions
department was "looking for a
well-rounded class with a lot of
angular individuals." In his
opinion, this is what the class of
1979 represents.

The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 24,
issue 1, September 9, 1975, The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year.
Student subscriptions are in
eluded In the student activities
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$12.00 pel- year. The TRIPOD is
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn., 06106. Second
class postage paid at Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act ot
March 3, 1879. Advertising rates
are $1.80 per column inch, $33:
per quarter page, $62. per half
page, and $120 for a full-pagead

ID cards.
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This year meal tickets will no
longer be honored in the Cave.
Additional labor was hired, food
was offered in pre-packaged
portions, and there were few absentees at meals, These factors
contributed to the "Financial
bloodbath" that Meyers claim was
suffered by SAGA when the
alternate eating arrangement was
available. The limited space and
facilities of the Cave caused lines
to form. Graduate students,
faculty members, and others who
had made frequent use of the area
found the surroundings louder and
more crowded.

Meyers does not foresee SAGA
offering anything in addition to the
current 15 and 19 meals-a-week
programs.
The operation of the food service
is dependent on having a certain
percentage of people miss their
meals. If every meal ticket holder
ate every meal, the eating plans
would be more costly. Likewise,
the more options available, the
larger the attendance at meals,
and the higher the price.
The charge of the more expensive items, such as roast beef,
is offset by the numbers who do not
attend breakfast and less popular
meals.

Entire Campus
ft! r
Experiences
v; 74-74"
. ••
By Mike Brown
Numerous changes have been
effected on the Trinity campus
during the past summer.
In an attempt to familiarize
students with some of these, the
TRIPOD staff has taken it upon
itself to release the following information.
Work on the two floor addition to
the west side of Mather Hall was
begun in early summer. It is
scheduled for completion in
November.
On the main floor, the addition
will provide some 200 dining
places. In the basement it will
enable an expansion of the
bookstore and provide space for
other Mather Hall activities.
The construction of this addition
is proceeding on schedule despite a
minor delay in the arrival of
materials.
Alterations in the serving and
dining areas of Mather and the
relocation of the dishwasher are
complete.
Temporarily, Wean Lounge is
being used as a dining room. When
the other work in Mather is
finished, it will be re-established as
a lounge.
Student Services Offices have
been moved to the former Senate
Room area on the second floor of
Mather. Deans Mulqueen and Lee
and Secretary Bessie Keaton occupy these new offices. Terry
Costelloe, Coordinator of the
Master Calendar, remains on
Mather's first floor in a new office
neat the main desk.
Two restrooms are now also
being completed just off the
Mather Lobby.
The total cost of above projects
will be some $500,000. Upon their
completion in November, substantial improvement will have
been made in dining conditions
and
in the efficiency of Mather1 Hall.
The main electrical cable serving the Chapel, Williams,
Downes, and Jarvis, has formerly
been located underground in the
quadrangle. It has been replaced
with a new three-phase cable and
joined to the second of the two
main loops bringing current to the
campus.
This is the third and last step in
the modernization of the basic
electric system, The system had
been designed so that should either
of the two main campus loops
break down, outage time will be
minimal. The cost of this project
was $85',000.
The building at 78 Crescent
Street was renovated and furnished for use as a student
residence. It consists of six
apartments, each of which will
house four undergraduates.
The living rooms in each suite
are furnished with builMn furniture. David E. Woodward,
Lecturer in Architecture, designed
the pieces. He also planned the
color schemes.
The College is interested in
experimenting with built-ins in the
residences. If this year's use
proves as successful as expected,
more frequent use will be made of
them as other areas are renovated
and refurnished. The cost of this
project — renovation and furnishing--was $70,000.
All steam lines in Jarvis and in

Northam have been insulated.
Completion of this project should
provide not only greater comfort to
residents but also better control
and economy of heating.
Heat control systems in Ogilby,
McCook, Austin Arts and the not
, yet completed ones in Mather Hall
have been modernized.
In total, approximately $20,000
will have been expended on these
two projects. The expectation is
that economies in heating will
amortize that cost in three years.
Over 200 student rooms have
been repainted. This work was
done by a small team of undergraduates employed by the
College. They were directed in
their work by Bill Beatty, B & G
painter, and Joseph Gabunas, B &
G foreman of painters and carpenters.
This project cost $11,000. It
represents a considerable saving
over estimated commercial prices
because it was not done by outside
contractors.
A number of Seabury classrooms
were also repainted at a cost of
$7,000.
Seabury 24 was converted to
faculty offices, Seabury 45 is being
repartitioned and furnished. It will
house the Offices of the new
Director of Career Counseling.
A woman's restroom has been
built in Seabury basement.
These projects, when complete,
will have cost approximately
$30,000.
The addition of the dining room
to Mather Hall extends close to
Summit Street.
The City of Hartford and the
College agreed that for safety's
sake the west to east roadway from
Summit should be eliminated. The
pavement had led past Mather to
Austin Arts. Only a section of the
roadway remains to provide the
necessary service access to
Mather.
East of Mather half of the
roadway has been removed. The
remainder is now a pedestrian
way.
A full loop now exists around
Austin Arts. The two main entries
to the south end of the campus are
\from Broad Street at the east and
,from New Britain Avenue at the
south.
Building and Grounds and
Security will study the traffic and
parking patterns that develop on
these two roads during the next few
weeks. They plan to determine
whether it will be necessary to
establish one-way traffic on either
or both.
Road and sidewalk projects cost
approximately $11,000.
On the quadrangle at the edge of
the Long Walk from Northam to
Seabury new turf has been laid.
The ground had increasingly
become compacted by vehicular
traffic.
The College will now try to
eliminate all but necessary
vehicular use of the Long Walk A
spokesman stated that the
cooperation and interest of undergraduates is appreciated in this
respect.
Re-turfing has cost approximately $1,000.
In the Field House 172 new
lockers for women are in the
process of being installed. The cost
for this wilt be $15,000. It is planned
in the next two years to update the

Meyers said that a comparison of
Trinity's meal program to those at
other schools would be? difficult at
this time. The unique costs and
difficulties of each school must be
taken into consideration. A system
which can function effectively at
one college will not necessarily
work elsewhere.
Some places have mandatory
enrollment on a meal plan, Meyers
said that if this were true at Trinity
there would be a greater likelihood
that more options would be offered
in order to make the situation as
convenient as possible for
everyone.

Renovation
other locker areas the women are
using.
•
The Ferris roof has been
recoated with metal preservative
paint at a cost of $3,000,
The two flagstone stepways up
from Funston Court to the area in
front of the Library and the steps
at the entries to McCook have been
repaired for approximately
$10,000.
The office and cataloging ardas
of the Library have been expanded
tor the amount of $20,000.
All the windows in Jarvis and
Northam have been repaired.
These are old windows, and the
metal frames are no longer
replaceable.
The College requests that
students handle the windows
carefully. Those which were not in
windows in correct order required
careful hand work. As a result, the
cost of this project was $10,tKK),
At the end of the summer the
College-owned apartment at 82
Crescent Street was opened to
undergraduates who had been on
the residence wait-list during the
summer.
The building was not renovated;However, the electrical system
was modernized for $3,500,
Numerous College faculty and
administrative offices have been
relocated because of staff
reorganizations and a need to
provide belter locations for several
departments.
The following information should
assist students in tracking down
faculty and administrators who,
rest assured, have not vanished but
only moved their operations.
The Philosophy Department is
now situated on the third floor of 70
Vernon Street, The Department
secretary is located on the first
floor of the same building,
The English Department now
occupies the second floor of
Seabury Tower. The Department
secretary is located at .Seabury 24D.
The Economies Department is
situated on the third floors of
Williams and Downes. The pe
Department secretary is located at
Williams 209-A.
The College Counselors are now
located in the Life Sciences
Building. Dr. George Higgins is in
205, Dr. Randolph Lee is in 203, the
Counseling intern is in 204. The
Counseling secretary is in 207,
Career Counseling is located in
Seabury 45.
The Individualized Degree
Program (IDP> now occupies
Room B-6 of 7f> Vernon Street.
Robbing Winslow, Dean for
Educational Services, is located ai
Williams 107.
Ivan A. Backer, Director of
Graduate Studies and Community
Education, now occupies Williams
211.
So as not to further confuse the
already confused student bodyother office relocations of less
interest to undergraduates have
not been noted here.
It is suggested that sSudenti
contact department secretaries fof
individual faculty and staff office
locations.
Secretary office and telephone,
numbers are available through lW,
College switchboard or in th*
temporary College .Director)1
in most Trinity office*.
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Heeren May Sue College, Student for Libel
By Scotte Gordon
and Kenny Grossman
Since last May the editors of the
Evaluation of Undergraduate
Courses at Trinity College and
associate professor James Heeren
of the chemistry department have
been involved in a dispute concerning the SGA's (Student
Government Association) course
evaluation booklet.

The conflict revolves around the
written evaluation Heeren's
course, general chemistry 111L, as
it appeared in the Christmas Term
1974 edition of the evaluation book.
According to the SGA president
Steve Kayman Heeren claims the
student evaluation of his course is
false and malicious and has

Minot: Intense Year
of Creativity
By Greg Potter
It was the Moody Blues who put
it into song. "You can never go
'home," they sang in 1971. But it's
'not true. Just ask Stephen Minot.

"When I was a student there,"
Minot said, "everyone could get
jobs. Students were more relaxed,
easy." Some students, Minot said,
were so tense that they'd turn in
sixty pages of new fiction a week.

Minot is an associate professor of
JSnglish at Trinity who teaches
creative writing. One of his
"homes" is Johns Hopkins
University where he studied as a
graduate student.

requested, on several occasions,
that editor Sheila Driscoll make a
public retraction.
Driscoll and the SGA, which
sponsored and funded the book,
have refused to issue an apology or
a retraction, contending that the
published summary of Heeren's
course accurately reflects what his
students wrote on the evaluation
forms.
Through a letter, Heeren has
informed Driscoll, as well as
college officials, that if he does not
receive satisfaction, the possibility
of libel suits against both the
college and Driscoll remain open to
him.
To date, no further action has

been taken by any of the parties,
although the college, Heeren, and
Driscoll have retained counsel to
represent them. The College and
Heeren have employed private
attorneys and Driscoll's case is
being handled by the Connecticut
Civil Liberties Union.
Because of the sensitivity and
undetermined status of this controversy, neither Heeren nor
college officials would make
themselves available for comment
at this time. However, Driscoll and
Kayman did state some of their
views on the dispute.

were accurate and free of any
personal prejudices of the writers.

Our policy was to have summaries written only by staff
members who had never taken the
course and who were not majors in
the subject. Kayman, in fact, says
that it was he who wrote the
original summary for the
evaluation in question. Kayman
pointed out that he did not even
know Heeren at the time and said
that therefore "the possibility that
he had some sort of malicious
feeling towards him is absurd."
Kayman and Driscoll emphasized
to defend the
Driscoll contends that the their determination
right to publish accurate
evaluation booklet staff took SGA's
of student opinion
several precautions to ensure that account's
without
censorship.
the student comment summaries

A1ESEC - France Exchange Arrives

If these would-be writers are
By Roxanne Mckee
super productive out of fear of
unemployment, why do they
Twenty-one year old Michelle
pursue a masters in writing in the
an
International
first place? Minot himself ad- Rubio,
mitted that such an M.A. is no Organization of Economics and
guarantee of getting a job in the Marketing Students (AIESEC)
Last year he returned to Johns field. It may not even be an aid, he intern from Bordeaux, France,
arrived on Trinity College Campus
Hopkins, this time as a "writer-in- said.
Tuesday, Sept. 2, to begin work as
residence". The experience, he
said, "felt good".
Minot was asked, "Why a writing a marketing assistant for G. Fox
masters?" He smiled and replied and Co. in Hartford.
Last year, Trinity AIESEC sent
The duties of a writer-in- "Because writing is important to
five Trinity students abroad to
residence are few, but many find these people."
participate in similar internships.
them rewarding. Minot taught two
Rebecca Dunn, Mike Gilman, Mike
courses during his year-long stay.
One cannot write about the Johns O'Brian, Holly Naka, and Hal
"Readings In Fiction" dealt with
the study of living novelists. The Hopkins Masters Program in Smullen, worked for companies in
other was entitled "The Writing of Writing without mentioning its Belgium, Italy, Finland, Japan,
famous leading light, John Barth. and Italy, respectively.
Fiction".
He is the author of such works as
The
Sot-Weed Factor and End of
In addition to teaching, Minot the Road.
Barth hand-picks the
wrote.
graduate writing students at Johns
Hopkins.
•'During the year," he said, "I
published three short stories and
completed the rough draft of a new
Minot .disagreed with Barth's
novel, three sections of which have criterion for selection. He claims
already been accepted for that Barth looks for young writers
publication by the North American who experiment in style. Minot
Review, the Sewanee Review and believes' -theme, plot a,nd
the Virginia Quarterly. I did more characterization are equally as
writing during that one-year period important as style. Despite their
than I've ever done before in any difference in opinion, Minot
other one-year period of my life." described Barth as "an enjoyable
person, easy to work with and an
astute judge of what is going on in
Minot's intense year of creativity fiction now."
was shared by his wife, Virginia,
and their son. "In the mornings
He's back at Trinity. He is
we'd all go our separate ways;
myself writing, my wife brick- looking forward to teaching his
making and my son sculpting. In new course entitled "Conthe evenings we'd get together and temporary Stylists", focusing on
we'd pop popcorn. And we'd get authors who experiment with style.
about one phone call a month..
Usually a wrong number."
A newly released collection of
Minot's short stories entitled
Minot taught thirty graduate Crossings and published by the
students at Johns Hopkins. He University of Illinois Press will
described them as being "sharp" soon be available in the Trinity
bookstore.
and "creative" but tense.
By Cathy Mackay-Smith
C. Brent Harold has joined the
English department this fall as an
assistant professor.

Ms. Rubio has been actively Ms. Rubio received her MBA in
involved in AIESEC in France for June from Ecole Superieure De
the past three years. In 1973, she Commerce et D'Administration
worked as an intern for a Polish des Enterprises de Bordeaux.
textile firm. In 1974, she was
selected to work on a special
She said that the United States
shipbuilding project in Denmark.
was her first choice for this parIn 1974 and in 1975, she served ticular internship. Although she
respectively on International has traveled extensively and
AIESEC Congresses in Bordeaux speaks English fluently, this is her
and in Vienna. For the next six first trip to the U.S.
months, she will assist in making
merchandise and buying decisions
When asked what she thought
for G. Fox and Co. under the about the States, Ms. Rubio said,
direction of Steven Hanson, the "It is now too early to really tell."
c o m p a n y ' s o r g a n i z a t i o n a l She said that she finds the life style
manager.
here less hectic than she had expected. She "likes very much the
style of houses around the campus,
such as President Lockwood's."
She is temporarily staying with the
President while members of
AIESEC-Trinity arrange permanent housing for her.
Ms. Rubio expressed a strong
interest in meeting new people, She
speaks four languages, French,
English, Spanish and German, and
is an excellent French cook.

Student
Government I
The Student
Government
Association announces a meeting
Wednesday, Sept. 10 at 7:30 in the
Faculty Club. The entire College
community is invited.

"Kind' of Marxist Describes Harold

f hycologist loins
Dept.

By Betsy Kent
Dr. Craig Schneider is the new
Assistant Professor in Biology. A
graduate of Gettysburg College, he
received his Ph.D. in Botany from
Duke University.
Schneider is a specialist in
Phycology, the study of seaweed
and algae. He made his dissertation on this subject.
He will be teaching Plant
Morphology and Diversity during
the Christmas term and General
Botany during the Trinity term.
Schneider turned down jobs at
both Allegheny and Union Colleges
to accept the position at Trinity. He
reels that our Biology department
is "outstanding".
Schneider came to Trinity
months ago. He finds that it is quite
a contrast from large universities.
He feels that a small college like
Trinity offers "all of the things that
a big university can't offer",
Schneider describes the people
"ere as being "friendly and

His course load will include
Writing 100, Narrative and
Thematic Patterns, and an already
very popular new course on
children's literature.

helpful".
Schneider chose to teach, rather
Harold also inherits the position
than go into research. He feels that of resident Marxist literary critis.
research requires too fixed a Mark Friedman,
Assistant
schedule, and he enjoys working Professor of English, vacated the
with people, especially students. post last spring.
An avid sports enthusiast,
"A kind of Marxist" is the phrase
Schneider played football for his
high school, Manchester Central he uses to describe his political
High School, and for Gettysburg affiliation, "but that doesn't pin
College. He was also third you down very much. It reflects
baseman for Gettysburg's baseball some of the things I've read, some
team.
of the ideas I'm working on; but
Schneider hopes to initiate a there are lots of kinds of
senior level course in Phycology. Marxists."
He also wants to teach a class in
He was asked whether this
Greenhouse Management and
Plant Propagation. Trinity would critical direction could create
need to build a greenhouse before ' problems for him at Trinity. Three
Marxists from three separate
such a course could be offered.
Schneider has been married for departments left the faculty
three years. His wife teaches abruptly last spring. Harold
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, but replied, "No." He continued, "The
has been unable to find em- English department knew my
ployment in the area. The couple is interests when they hired me. I
childless and lives in Manchester, don't think it will get in the way.
Conn,

After all, there are lots of Marxists
teaching very quietly and politely
in lots of schools."
Harold claimed that he is looking
forward to his work at Trinity. He
admits to having been "unsure"
about the Narrative and Thematic
Patterns course. "I would like to
see a fundamental English course
which is taught in common but not
restricted to one critic's ideas, like
Northrop Frye, and not even
necessarily a historical survey.
He further remarked that he is
interested in the themes of
studying literature.
In his opinion writings should be
liked and not criticized.
He claimed that this type of
cultural overview is justified by
the need to understand one's
culture and its influence over individuals. "You better learn what
makes you tick. I'm not sure
merely analytical criticism is
justifiable. Literature is a living,
functioning medium. There are
questions that can be asked of all
periods and genres."
Harold has not yet read the
course evaluation booklets. He said
that he has heard it can be "intimidating," and added "A teacher

who is afraid of his students will
not be at liberty to teach."
Harold said he would institute a
regular seminar where interested
teachers and students could meel:
and discuss problems in education.
"You would go not as a teacher,
but as a person who could talk
about life as a teacher. It would be
an institution for steady feedback,
not judgment," he added,
Harold observed that Trinity is
"much more of a community" than
Brown University, where he
previously taught. There is "a
tightness, a friendliness" in the
student body and that teachers and
students seem more willing to
work together here.
"I have been told that students
are docile, that they look up to their
teachers, and that teachers are
interested in pleasing their
students. They expect more of each
other here than at Brown," he
observed.
What does Brent Harold expect
of Trinity? "I would be perfectly
happy/' he told the students in his
Children's literature class, "if
everyone agreed with me, but I
don't require it, I will offer my
ideas on any subject that we are
discussing."
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We, as a College, ate back'

Photo by Phil Bieluch

1

•

" I t is not the function of a college to train a man
for his first job; it's task is to help him look
beyond the boundaries of what is possible/'

•.

William Benton

Photo by Phil Bieluch

"Let it be admitted that the world's problems
are many and wearing and that the whirlpool
runs fast. If we are to build a stable cultural
structure above that which threatens to engulf us
by changing our lives more rapidly than we can
adjust our habits, it will only be by flinging over
the present torrents a structure as taut and as
flexible as a spider's web, a human society
deeply self-conscious and undeceived by the
waters that race beneath it, a society more
literate, more appreciative of human worth than
any society that has previously existed. This is
the sole prescription, not for survival - which is
meaningless - but for a society worthy to sur-

vive.'

techt

Photo by Alan Moore

Loren Eisley, quoted by
President T. D. Lockwood

Phot* by Alan J
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A Collection of Worts
The paint is finally washed off our hands, the excitement of the freshmen's first class is fading, and most of us by now have the first ice cubes
from our refrigerators. We, as a College, are back.
As further evidence of our ensconcement, we have heard President
Lockwood's annual affirmation of the objective of a Liberal Arts
Education. President Lockwood notes that the liberal education today is
undergoing serious re-evaluation: parents and students alike wonder
whether a student will be employable in today's society with a B.A. or
B.S. from a liberal arts background.
At this point, we, as students are poignantly reassured that it is not^
what we know which makes us better men and women; rather we a r e '
reaffirmed as free individuals capable of making decisions based on
freedoms acquired through our education. We are also told by our
President that this process of liberal decision-making is ennobling.
It is in the face of such reassurance that freshmen - indeed, all of us must take the time to evaluate our role in a liberal arts college. Do we
expect to find a job once we leave Camp Trinity, and enter the Big World
Where There Are No Meal Plans? If so, many of us will be disappointed.
We find, according to Nutshell magazine, (Sept., 1975) that in the fields of

Social Sciences, Psychology, Fine and Applied Arts, Foreign Languages
and Education the number of graduating students exceeds the number of
positions available in the field. We must ask ourselves whether this bleak
report seriously affects our present plans. Do the values acquired
through a liberal arts education truly represent those which we want to
express in our lives? Do we want to be conversant in the philosophy of the
ancient Greeks, the literature of mid-Victorian England or the history of
15th century Italy as we stand in line waiting for our welfare checks? Are
we any more or less fortunate than the individual, who stands in the same
line, who has not had the opportunity to have his vistas broadened by a
Liberal Arts Education, the individual who is more concerned about
feeding his vistas and those of his children?
The answer, we feel, is obvious. The full truth of the situation is that we
of the liberal (liberated- not anti-conservative) background cannot abide
unemployment. As the Chaplain of the College has asked, do we regard
ourselves as cogs in the cash register of American society, or as
liberated, cogent, human individuals. Again, the answer, we feel, is
obvious.
Welcome, Class of 1979, to Trinity College.

Letters to the Editor
The parents of the slain
demonstrators then filed a strictly
civil suit which carried no criminal
To Trinity College:
I want to take this chance to charges. The defendants in this
thank everyone who made the case, Ohio Governor Rhodes, Kent
Outerspace concert great last
May. Especially those who dug into St. President White, and two
their pockets to help cover costs National Guard commanders,
and those who hung around to help were not on trial. This was merely
clean up. With support like this we a suit for damages, which would
can continue to bring good rock have been paid by the institutions
events to Trinity. There is no need these men represented, not the
to mourn the passing of "the old men personally.
days" if we can keep today hopThe true importance of the case,
ping. You gotta love that shuffle! however, was that it would have
George Roberts attached some symbolic • guilt or
AXofDKE blame for the murders on the officials in charge. A victory for the
parents would have served no
other purpose than as a note in the
history books that the murderers
To the Editor:
Less than a year after Ford's had been identified, if not
pardon of Nixon, the people have punished. Yet, even this token slap
been treated to yet another oh the wrist has now been denied.
If there are any among us who
example of capitalist justice.
Following the Kent State murders, still harbor naive hopes of having
an Ohio state grand jury indicted the letter, or even the spirit, of the
the students, but not the Guard- law applied to those who make the
smen; Attorney General John law, or those whose interests are
Mitchell refused to convene a served by the law, the Kent State
federal grand jury; and Elliot trial offers but one more sad opRichardson's grand jury in- portunity for a re-evaluation of
dictments against eight Guard- attitudes.
smen were dismissed on a
yours in the struggle,
technicality.
Mitch Karlan '76

'thanks'

"further
re-evaluation'
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In this, our first meeting of the
year, we will be giving a basic
introduction to student government, dealing with organizational
matters, and setting up comThe Student
Government mittees. We will also discuss the
Association (SGA) is holding a progress of the Rathskeller
meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 10, at (College Pub) which has been in
7:00 in the Faculty Lounge and I'd the offing for the better part of a
like to invite anyone with even the year.
slightest interest in student
Anticipated committees include
government to attend.
a committee to evaluate the
I would especially urge any existing SGA Course Evaluations,
freshmen interested in student one to study the possibility of a
government, or contemplating central telephone network (.inrunning for office, to stop by. As cluding student residences) for the
you might have heard, there are College, and a committee to innine freshmen positions on the SGA vestigate College adherence to
and six on the Mather Hall Board recent women's rights legislation.
of Governors. Elections will be Committee membership is open
held early in October, so watch the not only to SGA members, but to all
Trinity students.
Tripod for announcements.

'student
government'

Come on out and speak your
mind about important decisions—before they are made, not after.
If nothing else, it beats studying.
Steve Kayman
SGA President

The Tripod welcomes letters to
the Editor. They should be typed
triple-spaced on one side of the
paper. All letters must be signed,
not necessarily for publication.
The Editor reserves the right to
condense letters. Submit letters to
Tripod, Box 1310, or to Tripod
offices, located in Seabury 34.

They Stamp Them
When They're Small

By A. Elk
I have been saying for years that
it would be a great idea if someone
would get up somewhere and
announce that mornings were
henceforth to be considered
evenings, and vice-versa of course.
That way, when all the millions of
masses rose with the sun, bound
for workyas they would usually be,
they would be able to enjoy the
ecstasy of a long sigh and a
rollover, for it would be evening,
and they could sleep off their
millions of respective hangovers.
After all, what is government
really for, if not to manage things
in an altogether pleasurable
fashion?
Which reminds me: I went deaf
last night. Really! Deaf as a Ibeam. Imagine this: there you are,
dutifully cleaning out your ears
with a Q-Tip, making faces in the
mirror to correspond with each
little twitch of the cotton probe. All
of a sudden, without warning, you
hear a ringing in your left ear.
Wow! you think. This is really
weird! you muse. Eegad (or
somesuch less printable item)! you
choke out. I can't hear! you yell,
wondering what you should do.
Once you have calmed down,
however, th$ experience can be
faintly interesting. You begin to
play games inside your head.

What are we left with but the
person's voice (in the interest of
simplification, I realize I've left
out various activities)? What a
person says is often the only thing
we can take in in its purest form.
The aural vibrations are only
slightly dampened by the air, but
for the most part, we take them in
as they are mailed out from the
voice box. Then again I suppose
this discussion could turn into
something really heavy all about
vibes and the like, so I'll get back
to my story.
.
These games, see, are confusing.
You sit there, or wherever you
happen to be when you go deaf (I
was in the John), and you try to
figure out how much of your voice
you are hearing through your ears
and how much is just bouncing
around inside. This is a difficult
task to accomplish, especially
when you are learning over all the
time, due to an unsettling feeling of
imbalance. Finally, if you are a
bright, young, thinking, rational
being, or better yet, if you are
zonked-out and your roommate
possesses one or more of the above
qualities, you end up in the infirmary.
This is a story in itself, I hope.
Should you ever be fortunate
enough to hit the medical office in
between shifts around midnight,
Inside your head. That in itself you will get the added bonus of
warrants discussion. When you go being operated on by not just one,
deaf, it's like someone slamming : but, yes dear friends, two nurses.
the doors to you head shut. Sure Such was my status that late
there are other openings, but can evening, and as I entered, I
food, light, or air TALK? Sound is a couldn't help feeling a bit of emsituation.
weird thing. When you see barrassment at my
1
someone, for example, you take in Having to say "What ?" every time
the light that they reflect, but not someone opens their mouth at you
their actual bodies (philosophers . can become a humbling exexcepted). Again, concerning perience. Well, one thing led to
people; I suppose you could eat another until finally, at the hands
someone if you had the necessary of an oversized (terrifying)
snafu of the frontal lobe, yet this syringe arid what must have been
would surely be an odd form of half of Lake Erie, The Clot came
communion with the individual. out. This vicious animal, composed.

of pressed wax, leaped out. amidst
cheers, the nurses' still shouting
voices, and a large sigh of relief on
the part of the victim, me. I happily thought about peaches!
No piece of literature, I believe,
is complete without a short
mention of fruit. In all fairness to
peaches and their interesting and
sometimes even good flavor, a
crucial difficulty must be pointed
out: getting gooky, I am sure I
know what I am talking about
because I just consumed one. Not
only that, but I have also eaten
peaches before. Anyway, impressed as you may be by my
obviously qualified credentials,
please scrutinize my argument for
the impossibility of civilly avoiding
getting gooky.
/ ,
You have two options, if you ai o
planning to eat the entire peach .
say entire because some people
cheat and save a bit on the ends to
avoid the gook). The first is to
inhale the peach in its entirety, but
I have yet to see this feat accomplished in an even remotely
civilized manner. Thus, you are
left with only one other option,
which now, incidentally, is no
longer an option. That is; eat the
peach a bit at a time. I need not
show the strength of this
proposition, I am sure. Rather, I do
need to add a clause in fine print to
sew up this proof: you must not at
any time let go of the peach, or
whatever is left of it.
If you can comply to the above
requirements for peach eating, and
if you can further avoid getting
gooky, please write me of your
experience, care of the Tripod.
Photos would be appreciated.
The Medical Office advises, by
the way, that nothing bigger than
your little finger on the end of a
washcloth should ever enter your
ear. Guard your hearing: boycott
Q-Tips.
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Academic Leave of Absence - Foreign
Institute of European Studies-Paris
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, FRANCE

BAWDEN, Carol J., '76
1290 Lakeside
Birmingham, Mich. 48009
BROADUS, Anne E., '77
169 East 69th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
(Will be IES-Paris for Spring Term '76)
BRUCATO, John M.,'77
16 Rosenfield Avenue
Milford, Mass. 01757
FALL TERM ONLY
BUDNICK, Susa B.,'77
10 Magnolia Circle
Longmeadow, Mass. 01106
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies-Nantes
7 rue des Cadeniers
44 Nantes, FRANCE

Institute of European Studies-Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
Great Lakes Colleges Assoc.
c/o CEUCA
Apartado Aereo 16060
Bogota, D.E., COLOMBIA, S.A.

KAYE, Deborah H., '77
4273 Point La Vista Road S.
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
LANCRAFT, Elizabeth A., '77
Main Street, R.F.D.
Ivoryton, Conn. 06442
LASSALLE, Honor, '77
1107 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10028
LUSKIN, Eric S., '77
61 Arnold Road
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02131

London School of Economics
Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, ENGLAND
Universidad Ibero-Amerlcana
Departmento International
Av, Cerro de las Torres
Campestre Churubusco
Mexico 21, D. F. MEXICO
Sweet Briar Junior Year in France
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
School of English & Amer. Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
School of English & Amer. Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND

MALLON, Linda, '77
901 Azalea Street
Boca Raton, Florida 33432

Institute of European Studies—Freiburg
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg im Breisgau
WEST GERMANY

MARSHALL, Ellen S., '77
694 Salem Street
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666

Institute of European Studies—Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham, ENGLAND

COOLER Martha S., '77
213 Black River Road
Long Valley, New Jersey 07853

University of Warwick
Coventry
Warwickshire CV4 7A1, ENGLAND

MASSEY, Andrea, '77
1 Burleigh Court, C-5
Newark, Delaware 19711

Sweet Briar Junior Year in France
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE

DOAK, William A., '77
4 Arnold Drive
East Hartford, Conn. 06108

Institute of European Studies—Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
Durham, ENGLAND

McGURGAN, Andrew J., '77
940 High Road
Kensington, Conn. 06037
FALL TERM ONLY

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies
Via Ulisse Seni, 2
1-00153 Rome, ITALY

DUBIEL, Richard M., "77
45 Wellington Heights Road
Avon, Conn. 06001
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies—Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA

MAGUIRE, Megan E., '77
36 Liberty Street
Madison, Connecticut 06443
FALL TERM ONLY

Great Lakes Colleges Assoc.
c/o CEUCA
Apartado Aereo lfiOHO
Bogota, D.E., COLOMBIA, S.A.

DURFEE, Suzanne R., '77
43 Wilton Road '
PleasantvMe, N.Y. 10570

Edinburgh University
Edinburgh EH8 9YL, SCOTLAND

RUIZ, Luz E., '77
2111 LaFontaine Ave., #5-E
Bronx, N.Y. 10457
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies—Madrid
Avenida de los Reyes Catolicos, 4
Ciudad Universitaria
Madrid 3, SPAIN

ELLIOTT, Richard S., '77
169 South Quaker Lane
West, Hartford, Conn. 06119
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies-Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA

SPICER, Charles E., Jr., '77
451 Rock Road
Glen Rock, N.J. 07452

Hamilton Junior Year in France
Reid Hall, 4 rue de Chevreuse
Parie Vie, FRANCE

HASKINS, Thompson F., '77
46 Wood Street
Concord, Mass. 01742
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies—London
German YMCA, Lancaster Hall Hotel
35 Craven Terrace
London W.2, ENGLAND

TELLER, Daniel C, '77
7099 Winding Way
Cincinnati, Ohio 45236

University of Bristol
Bristol BS8 1TH, ENGLAND

HESLIN, Thomas P;, Jr., '77
235 Kenyon Street
Hartford, Conn. 06105
FALL TERM ONLY

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies
:
Via Ulisse Seni, 2
—
1-00153 Rome, ITALY

THAYER,. Samuel W. M., 77
R.D. n
Bethlehem, Fenna. 18017
FALL TERM ONLY

School of English & Amer. Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND

THOMPSON, Roderick M., '77
5337 South University
Chicago, lEinois 60615
FALL TERM ONLY

Institute of European Studies—Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kimky
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA

WINNARD, Kim E., '77
16 Loring Road
Lexington, Mass. 02173

institute of European Studies - Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna l, AUSTRIA

BUTTERFIELD, Leslie M., '77
127 Lake Avenue
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110
FALL TERM ONLY

KATZ, Nicholas C , '77
27 Warner Road
Hubbard, Ohio 44425
TILGHMAN, Elizabeth B., "77
Longwood Crossing
Cedarhurst, New York 11516

Sweet Briar Junior Year
4 rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris,. FRANCE

Institute of European Studies -Freiburg
Erbprinzensstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg in Breisgau
WEST GERMANY

Rome Campus - Fall Semester Program
ANNUN2IATA, Ms. Jane F,, '77
6 Vineyard Road
Branford, Conn. 06405
BERNSTEIN, Miss Amy B., '77
48 Bayeau Road
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804
(WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY)
CARPENTER, Ms. B. Mackenzie,
3401 Woodley Road
'76
Washington, D.C. 20008
COHEN, Miss Hope D., 76
138 W. Walnut Park Drive
Philadelphia, Penna. 19120
CORWIN, Mr. Eric H., '76
508 New Mark Esplenade
Rockville, Maryland 20850
DeFORD, Mr. Paul, '77
200 Central Park South
New York, New York 10019
DiBATTISTA, Ms. Susan T., '76
56 Robbins Avenue
Newington, Conn. 06111
DODGE, Ms. Julia J.,'76
320 East 54th Street, 010-A
New York, New York 10022

ERNST, Ms. Susan M., '77
470 South Avenue
Glencoe, Illinois 60022
(MACALESTER COLLEGE)
EWING, Miss A. Tucker, '77
1421 Falls mead Way
Rockville, Maryland 20854
FELDMAN, Ms. Elaine I., '76
64 Seminole Circle
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
FLYNN, Shawna, '76
45 Everett Street
Newport, Rhode Island 92840
(WHEATON COLLEGE)
HICKS, Mr. Russell T., '76
144 Hickory Hill Road
New Britain, Conn. 06052
HOOPER, Miss Janet C, '77
Lobster Cove
Manchester, Mass. 01944
(WHEATON COLLEGE)
JACOBSON, Ms. Nancy T., '77
309 Doyle Avenue
Providence, R.I. 02906
(WHEATON COLLEGE)
KELLY, Miss Colby L,, '76
75 Oak Hill Road
Chappaqua, New York 10514
(BROWN UNIVERSITY)

DOYLE, Mr. Carey J., '77
KLEINBERG, Mr. David A., '76
75 Church Road
Rye Beach, New Hampshire 03871 4 Glamford Road
Great Neck, N.Y. 11023
EAGER, Mr, Bruce M., '77
KRUESI, Ms. Katherine K., '78
P.O. Box 47
69 Old Army Road
Princeton, New Jersey 18540
Bernardsville, N.J. 07924
(BARD COLLEGE)

LINVINGSTON, Ms. Carol A., '76
Rt. 1
Morrisonville, 111. 62546

OGILBY, Mr. Clement R., '77
306 Washington Street
Belmont, Mass. 02178

LONDON,' Mr. Christopher W., '76
. "Blue Herons", Box 39
Pound Ridge, New York 10576
(CONN. COLLEGE)

O'KEEFE, Ms. Jane K., '76
10 Bayview Terrace
Madison, Conn. 06443

LONEY, Miss Susan A,, .'77
70 East 96th Street
New York, New York 10028
(WHEATON COLLEGE)
MADOFF, Miss Harriet, '77
225 Arnold Road
Newton, Mass. 02159
(SMITH COLLEGE)

OLMSTEAD, Ms. Laura W., '77
59 Chapin Road
Hampden, Mass. 01036
(WHEATON COLLEGE)
PHINNEY, Mr. Peter K., 77
10 Happy Hollow Road
Wayland, Mass. 01778

PREVEY, Ms. Cynthia S,, 76
3718 Pleasant Street
MAZZARELLA, Mr. Anthony J.,'77
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
115 Johanna Circle
Southington, Conn. 06489

SMOLEH, Ms. Susan J., "77
34 Black Birch Lane
Searsdttle. N.Y. 10583
tWASHINGTON
STALTER, Ms. Anna K., 7i>
41 Pleasant Street
Springfield, Vermont Oal'iti
(SMITH COLLEGE)
STAUDINGER, Mf. Evelyn H., 77
542 Prospect Street
Woonsocket, R.I. 02895
(WKLLKS1.KY COLLEGE!
TIHUALS, Air. David I),, 77
"><i(i Ridgi* Houd
Middk'town, Cnrmwtk-ut. tWA'u
VARTANIAN, Miss YvHU\ 77
AHA Bros 1.Vt., tt!4 J.ah'xar Nov.,
Tehran, Ir;iti

MOEVS, Mr. Christian R., '80
Blackwell's Mills
. Belle Mead, N.J. 08502
(NOT NOW ENROLLED)

RIKER, Ms. Cynthia S., "7«
10 Broadmoor Drive
Rumson, New Jersey 07760

NELSON, Miss Mary Ann, '77
25 Keney Terrace
Hartford, Conn. 06112

ROVEZZI, Mr. Kichard J.. 77
211 Pineridge Road
Torrington, Conn.' 06790

NIEKRASH, Mr. John E., '77
19 Juniper Lane
West Hartford, Conn. 06117

SILBERSACK. M r James D 'SO
<? .M,in-w H .
11 Cornwells Beach Road
Sands Point, N.Y, Sli,©j
M H ! MBI\ \
(DIKE IW1VK8SITY*

O'BRIEN, Ms. Deirdre '77
336 Abbey Court
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450

•SMITH. Atiss I>«terah J., '??
&*>3l West, Howell lljiaij
Bethesda, Maryland 'M,

VITAI.K. M» Nina v ,
Sti Orchard Drive
Wewdbury, N.y jj7!>?
'•TITIS V.NIVKKStTY'
V, '77

M
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The Students Gone?
Academic Leave of Absence - Domestic
BENTMAN, Mara L., '77
383 Blossom Hill Drive
Lancaster, Penna. 17601

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850

BERGER, Joan I., '77
71 Browning Road
Short Hills, N.J. 07078
FALL TERM ONLY

Washington Semester Program
The American University
Washington, D.C. 20016

BERGOLD, Peter J., '77
28 Hiawatha Boulevard
Oakland, N.J. 07436
FALL TERM ONLY
CHURCHILL, Susan B., '76
Box 94
Old Lyme, Connecticut 06371
ENGELHARD, Sally A., '76
Cragwood
Far Hills, N.J. 07931
FALL TERM ONLY
MARKERT, Peter B., '76
Star Route
Gilbertville, Mass. 01031
FALL TERM ONLY

HAYIM, Nancy S., '77
7 Hemlock Drive
Great Neck, New York 11024

Brown University
Providence, R.I. 02912

KERNAN, Beatrice L., 77
830 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10021

Radcliffe College
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

KOHAUT, Rosemarie, '78
3 Faber Road
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Fairleigh Dicksinson University
Rutherford, N.J. 07070

Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Penna. 19010

LEBOLT, Sherri G., 78
404 Homans Avenue
Closter, New Jersey 07624

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Penna. 19104

Office of Admissions for Special Students
Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215

MacCOLL, Gwynne, '77
2620 S. W. Georgian Place
Portland, Oregon 97201
FALL TERM ONLY
REINHARDT, Paul M., '77
712 Lake Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94118

Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

U. of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720

STROUD, Cynthia, '78
Landhope Road, 2
West Grove, Penna. 19390

Maryland Institute College of Art
Baltimore, Maryland 21217

Yniversity of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01002

12 College Exchange Program
1st
Semester

Full
Year
AMHERST COLLEGE, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
GROSS, M. Ramsay, '77
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, Brunswick, Maine 04011
HOROWITZ, Julia S., '77
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE, New London, Conn. 06320
CASTLE, Barbara W., 77
PEREIRA, Andrea, '78
TWADDELL, Emily N., '77
O'NEILL MEMORIAL THEATRE INSTITUTE
3(>5 Great Neck Rd., Waterford, Conn. 06385
COWAN, June H , 76
RILEY, Philip D., 77
SMITH, Scbtt T., 78
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
HANNA, Christopher K., 77
MALLY, Adrien, 76
MORRIS, Scott A., 77
. SIMON, ,Gale P., 77,
WALERYSZAK, Pamela A;, 77
WERTHEIM, Mary A., 77
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, So. Hadley, Mass. 01075
GERCHMAN, Mark C , 77
SMITH COLLEGE, Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
DIXON, Meredith H., 77
MACKENZIE, Hilary, 77
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02igl
DOYLE, Gail C , 78
MAINHARDT, Meredith G., '77
POSMAN, Clifford L., 77
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Middletown, Conn. 06457
BORYK, Stephanie J., 76
BRAYTON, Leslie, 77
CECIL, Leslie D., 78
COHEN, Nancy E., 78
• CROSS, Ellen M., 77
HOM, Jeanne L., 77
KAWAMURA, Kathy J., 76
KOCHANOWSKY, Douglas, 76
KUHN, Marian, 77
O'CONNOR, Nancy C, 77
ROE, Amos B., 78
STURKEN, Carl, '77
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, Wuliamstown, Mass. 01267
BARON, Miriam, 78
ELDRIDGE, Linda L., 78
JERVEY, Gabrielle W., 77

Special Salad
PIZZAS
Mozzarella
Onion
Pepper
Sausage
Hamburger
Meatball ~
Mushroom
Bacon
Anchovies
Pepperoni
Comb of 2
Comb of 3
Pizza plus special
GRINDERS

Cheese
Ham
Cooked Salami
Egg Plain
Genoa Salami

Twelve-College
Exchange
Trinity College/
Rome Campus
Academic Leave of
Absence—Foreign
Academic Leave of
Absence—Domestic

X
X
X
X
:

w/s/x
F

F/W/S
F/W/S

Open Semester
Intensive Study
Programs
TOTALS

w/s

w/s/x
X

X
X
X
X
X

I
if

*

Projected for
1st Term
of 1975-1976

X

X

d

Trinity Students Away

2nd
Semester

X

."j

s

7

35

38

36

40

26

}

34*

68

63

50

28

28

45

43

60

51

I
\

3

14

17

42

14

47

23

20

22

3

i
t

•t

15
12 13
203 191 227 122

147

Exchanges and Visitors
Exchange Students at
Trinity from other
eleven colleges
Visiting Students at
Trinity in Hartford
Visiting Students on
TC/RC
TOTALS

45

45

37

29

12

11
7*
63

33

26
76

37
81

44

18
53

' No Trinity College/Rome Campus was held in spring terra of 1971-1972
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

71

20% discount on plants to Trinity students unti I Nov. 9.

House of Flora - Florist
843 Park Street
247-2101

X
X
X
X

|
I

We special in fresh and unusual flower arrangements. 2
We wire flowers anywhere.
|
We deliver to all Trinity students.

X
X

FOR FAST SERVICE - PHONE 527-7764
BEFORE HAVING YOUR HOUSE
Cappicola
75 to go .85
Sausage
Small Large
Meat Ball
1.50 3.00
Pastrami
1.70 3.40
Tuna Fish
1.80 3.60
Assorted
1.80 3.60
B.L.T.
1.80 3.60
Pepperoni
1.80 3.60
Antipasto
1.80 3.60
1.90
1.90
1.90
2.10
2.40
2.75

Half
.75
.90
.85
.85
.90

3.80
3.80
3.80
4.20
4.80
5.50

\,Vhole
1.46
1.70
1.60
1.60
1.70

DINNERS
Lasagna
Shells w/Sausage
Shells w/Meat Ball
Shells w/Sauce
Manacotti
Mousaka
Spaghetti w/Sausage
Spaghetti w/Meat Ball
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
Egg Plant Parmigiana
All Dinners to go 19(8 extra

90
90
85
90
90
95
90
90

1.70
1.70
1.60
1.70
1.70
1.85
1.70
1.70
1.75

1.95
1.75
1.75
1.35
1.95
1.80
1.75
1.75
1.35
1.65

YheSiory Behind stories

$

By Sandy Laub
sday, Friday, or Saturday night at
, ,
Never mind the record. I think it before the opening. We had twenty would have helped me a good deep end.
8:15 you'll find the playwright in
At
bottom,
Liz
says
this
is
a
can safely be said that Trinity is minutes before the dress deal."
about to experience a 'first'. But rehearsal, and, as expected, the
Without Roger Shoemaker, person dealing with different the same tensed-relaxed position.
let's not over-emphasize the place was a madhouse. While the Instructor in the Theatre Arts facets of her personality. It is a
1
historical precedence of the actors ran around in the un- department, and the instructor of play that explores why certain
premiere of Liz Egloff's Stories of derwear doing "ma-may-me-mo" the playwriting class, Liz says the roles exist arid whether a sense of
Clothes this coming Thursday voice warm-ups, the techies tried play would never have progressed efficiency (safety?) determines
night. The facts speak for them- to synchronise light and sound this far. Sometimes in the first survival"
What of the so-called creative
selves. The play is an original work cues, and hangers on exchanged days of writing she became
by Ms. Egloff, who is a 1975 various one-liners about the whole frustrated, fearful that the story process -how does it work for Liz?
graduate of Trinity and a winner of affair. The wise cracks flew - had ceased to grow and was "There was nothing concrete I had
the Watson Fellowship. With the especially at Liz. "I hear the perhaps being stifled by her own in mind for the characters before I
help of a few dedicated Trinity playwrite's going to watch the too autobiographical point of view. started writing. But with every reRules for submission to the
students this past summer and show tonight!" "Oh yeah? (says But soon the writing became less write the characters got deeper,
most notably, director Roger Liz), Is he good looking?" She was therapeutic, less autobiographical, their contradictions became more Trinity Review:
1. All entries must be typed on 8 x
Shoemaker, the play moved from cool. Well, maybe just a bit less "selfish," as Liz puts it. She natural. I think the play succeeds
conception to production in five anxious, she admitted, and I asked became detached from her own on an emotional level when it is 11 paper.
months.
The actual performance her if she felt over-protective about problems and started to see her most closely biographical. But it is 2. No names should appear on
i-:.: ^e reviewed in the next issue of her work. "At first I felt alienated - characters as real life people in a most theatrical when it is submissions. A 3 x 5 card should be
•,/.• Tripod: I am interested here in suspicious that any production real life situation.
detached, objectified. From the attached with name and title of
examining the development of the could ever satisfy my own vision of
The situation per se covers one first scene 1 saw the play unfold as work.
play, which began as a short the play. I would go to the week in the lives of the protagonist, if I was watching it on TV. When I
3. An envelope should be inassignment for last term's play- rehearsals and offer suggestions as Zeena, her boyfriend Joey and could most easily visualize the cluded, if possible, with your name
writing class, and. beyond this, in to how characters should be their two friends. The narrative action the dialogue just flowed. and box number to facilitate the
probing the artist's mind. How played, because I still had so much begins Sunday morning and ends Especially the last monologue.
return of entries.
does the artist (no less a peer, a going on in my head about what I the next Friday night, tracing
"There is certainly a discipline
4. Do not send in the only copy o
contemporary!) progress from wanted to get across. But the Zeena's attempt at recovering her in writing, however I don't go for your
work. Mistakes can be made
idea to paper to, finished work; how response would invariably be, own disintigrated identity. She the five-in-the-morning-up-and-at- and we
indeed does one sustain and build •Where is it in the text?' And it just must choose between ac- it syndrome. I'm always jotting W< r don't want to lose anyone's
g Art work and photography
upon the original idea; and finally, wouldn't be there - or it wasn't comodating herself to the safety of down notes, haphazard lines that I
in this case, how is the written enough. This resulted in a lot of Joey's^ world and values against sometimes rework into poetry. But which cannot be sent through mail
word adapted for final presen- rewrites, eventually five, and in the insurity of her own. Liz ex- my routine is to sit down two or should be brought in persontothe
my going less often to rehearsals. I plains that the ending is intation on stage. *
Review office in the Tripod
do think it's important for the tentionally ambiguous, leaving the three times a week for a couple of complex, or send a note to the
These were some of the questions playwrite
hours
and
just
write.
I
prefer
to be familiar with the audience to ponder whether Zeena
Review box and a time will be set
I asked Liz when we met in the technical and
aspects of has achieved some degree of self- writing dialogue. Now I'd like to up with the art editor to review
Green Room of the Austin Arts theatre., This directorial
try
incorporating
that
in
fiction.
kind of knowledge realization or has gone over the
work.
Center last Thursday - one week
"Now," or at least soon, Liz is off
6. Send all submissions and
to Europe funded by the Watson
y
Fellowship she was awarded last inquiries to Review Box 152 F.
7. All those interested in being
year. She plans to work with small
Program Director Eric Wright,
Trinity College radio station,
At the first meeting of the radio literary magazines in Paris, readers for selection of work
WRTC-FM, located at 89.3 on the 76, hopes to add special staff Sunday night station Brussels,
Amsterdam and should also send name to the
FM dial, will broadcast a variety of programming to the music and organization and regulations were Stockholm. She is not quite sure Review box.
entertainment beginning Wed- news format. This would include discussed.
what her position will be but the 8. We will shortly be posting
nesday, September 10th. WRTC such offerings as talk shows,
experience gained will un- office hours and times for reader's
meetings.
presently features news and dif- poetry readings and shows of
Wright requested that anyone doubtedly be invaluable.
ferent types: of music, including general information.
with suggestions for special
After our talk I thanked Liz for
classical, folk, jazz, rock and soul.\
programming should contact him her time and her sincerity and we
through the radio station.
were all informed that the
rehearsal was about to begin. I
I"You've tried the rest, now try the best.
Station Manager Jeff Mandler, followed Liz into the theatre and
'77, stated that only old members stood for a while near the door ~
of the staff would have shows for eyeing the disarray of furniture
the first month. However, he and props on stage, the deep
emphasized that new people are preparatory breathing of the acwelcome, and that much help is tors; and then the house lights
dimmed. As I walked out I noticed
needed at the station.
Liz sitting by herself about tenth
There is currently room for row center, her feet propped up on
people in the areas of production, the chair in front of her, chewing at
news,
business,
special her nails. Odds are if you come to
114 New Britain Ave., Hartford
programming and public relations. the Goodwin Theatre this ThurThe WRTC bulletin board in the
(Corner Broad St. & New Britain Ave.)
Mather Hall basement displays the
most recent information on the
Serving
events at the radio station.

Review
Submit to
Trinity

RTC Begins New Broadcasts Sept. 10
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Contact
Seeks Arts
Reviewers
Box 555

House

Delicious Pizza.-. ./.
Jumbo Hot Oven or
Cold Cut Grinders
Spaghetti or Shells

There IS a
f ddifference!!!
PREP/

mm

10% Discount

announce the

Fall Auditions

To Trinity Students With I.D.

«

GRSAT
OCAT

Open LATE 7 Days a Week
Monday-Thursday 11:00 am to 1:00 am
Friday^ Saturday 11:00 am to 2:00 am
Sunday
12:00 pm. to 12:00 am

0
«
*

SAT
FLEX
ECFMG

«

a
9

• Delivry For Orders Over $4.00
with small charge

TUESDAY EVENING,
SEPT. 9 At 7:30

Center
open days
Svenmgs &
weekends
Complete tape
facilities lor
reviews ol class
lessons and lor
of supplementary
materials

A
ICJCATIOHSlN
• MANHATTAN, BKtYN U NJ
• & Maior Cities in U S ' A

• FREE DELIVERY For Orders Over J7.0G

527-9088

THE
TRINITY MADRIGAL
SINGERS

INTHi

CHAPEL CHOIR ROOM
•
S
"

Openings for both
male and female voices.
Contact: Cathy Mackay-Smith,
Box 1751

<g$fe«&uft
:KIPUN

•

THE UNIQUE &

EDUCATIONAL CENTEfl, LTD

Just call us before you leave, and your
»

order will be ready when you arrive.

(212)336-5300

,

-

_

..»
* (516)
(516) 53W5S5*
53M5S5* (201)254-1620
(201)254-1620

l^V

_ ,
*
*

Brooklyn,N,V. i t S VJfl

"THINGS THAT GROW
IBS

WASHINGTON ST.
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Blues for Allah
By Paul Slier
My
first
impression of the
11
Grateful Dead's new album, Blues
for Allah, was of it being very
i polished and well-done. That goes
to show how much first impressions are worth!
Actually, my opinion of this
album is very divided. The first
side is quite good, in the usual
. Dead tradition. However, the
majority of the second side leaves
: something to be desired.
The first cut, "Help on "the Way",
is an excellent beginning for what
is definitely a concept album. Its
las; lines "without love in the
dream it'll never come true" seem
to say that there is some hope for
he
things if people will believe in love.
3x - This is part of the general theme of
the album, which is the idea that
salvation and happiness can be
on
fo'jr.:i
through basic needs such as
be
music, love, and a belief in life. The
of
:hircl song on the album,
Tower (Roll Away the
ta- 'Franklin's
)ew)". also supports this theme.
me
the

1

y

ade
ae's
phy
nail
i the
ipod

the
jset
view
and
leing
work
the
sting
der's

The chorus, "Roll Away the Dew,"
implies that one should clear away
the frills and the things which hang
heavy upon oneself. Franklin's
Tower generally represents a
place to go where one can be at
peace, as the lines ' 'Some come to
laugh their past away, Some come
to make it just one more day,
Whichever way your pleasure
tends, If you plant ice, you're
gonna harvest wind" suggest.

On this side are some good instrumental cuts also. This is
another departure from the norm
for the band, but it is a good one
because it gives the listener a
chance to savor some of Garcia's
tasty guitar licks, as well as
providing the opportunity for Bill
Kreutzmann's percussion to be
more noticeable.

The concepts and thoughts which
this album provides are great,
though some of the songs will
sound a bit shallow. The instrumentals are for the most part
good, and can be considered the
logical culmination of the albums

Dance At Bushnell

The second side begins with a
The final tune on this side is rather melancholy song entitled
superb, both lyrically and in- "Crazy Fingers". As the verse
strumentally. The lyrics to "The "Gone are the broken eyes we saw
Music Never Stopped" are ex- through in dreams Gone, both
tremely colorful, and add to the dream and lie" shows, it's time to
album's concept by indicating how awaken to reality because "While
much pleasure can be derived Lady Lullaby sings plainly through
simply from listening to music. you, Love still rings true." This cut
Some excellent backup vocals are also gives a newer member of the
provided by Donna Godchaux and group, Keith Godchaux, a chance
the group in general, and Bob to exhibit his skill on the organ.
Weir's lead vocals are more than
"Sage and Spirit" is next, an
adequate. Mickey Hart, a name not instrumental
piece featuring
often associated with the Dead, Garcia's rare acoustic
work
does some fine horns work for this and the flute playingguitar
of Steven
song.
Schuster.

The Dance At The Bushnell
Series has been expanded for the
1975-76 season to feature four
major
companies in five
programs. The series includes the
Dance Theatre of Harlem, Edward
Villella and Company, The Royal
Winnipeg Ballet, and, for the first
time, the Hartford Ballet, now one
of the most important young ensembles in America.
The Dance Theatre of Harlem
begins the series Fri. Oct. 17.
Founded by Arthur Mitchell, a
leading dancer of the New York
City Ballet for more than 15 years,
the Dance Theatre of Harlem is
one of the first classical ballet
With the title track begins the companies in the world whose
last part of the album, which un- dancers, contributing artists and
fortunately is "trip" music, of the choreographers are predominantly
kind found on Live Dead or on the B black.
The Hartford Ballet with Lisa
side of Garcia's solo album.
Bradley
performs two different
Lyrically "Blues for Allah" has
Humpty-Dumpty with as much some meaning, because although programs Sat. Jan. 31 and Sat.
skill. Credit must go to Cathy the blues are being sung for Allah, May 8.
Spera, a sophomore, in her por- or God, there is still some hope in
One of America's greatest
trayal of the Duchess and the ever- the words "Let's see with our dancers, Edward Villella, returns
so sleepy dormouse. Peter Jesop hearts These things our eyes have to the Bushnell Mon. Feb. 16 for his
was the hilarious stoned caterpiller seen, and know the truth will still third appearance on the "Dance at
whose maundering advice only lie somewhere in between".
the Bushnell Series. Noted for his
confused poor Alice more than she
had been already.
Beth Page, also a senior, was
humorously dramatic as the
March Hare who seemed more
engrossed with Alice than the
teaparty she was attending. Toby
Chamberlain must be recognized
for his agility and wit in his role as
the foolish White Knight.
The play was directed by Jim
Furlong, Though the performance
seemed a bit eccentric at times
with the actors all screaming as
they become the strange creatures
in wonderland, its inventiveness
and originality was most impressive. As a student director Jim
did a highly commendable job of
bringing a magical tale to life in
such a way as to get the entire
audience involved and absorbed by
the story. Most students felt it was
a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon
and hope to see more student
productions in the coming year.
Thanks Jesters!

Alice 'aWonder

By Mona Daleo
On Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 6
and 7, the Jesters, an ambitious
acting troupe made up of eleven
energetic Trinity students,
presented the Andre Gregoryj Manhattan Project Version of
jewis Carroll's, Alice In Wonlerland. The performance took
place on the quad in front of the
Life Science Center; spectators
sitting on the grass, actors utilizing
the surrounding environment, with
the action occurring mainly on the
prstairs.

The location itself added to the
versatility and openness of the
••production, the characters were
able to appear and disappear with
as much wonder as Carroll could
nave hoped for. But it was the
actors' imaginative approach in
interpreting these characters
which made this performance so
distinctly different.
Indeed, it is impossible to
determine which actor should
receive the highest praise, for
undoubtedly each displayed
|! enormous talent. Margie Sutro, a
jl senior, was delightful as Alice,
jjcurious, bright, sensitive, and
T extremely human. Martha Cohen
was appriately obnoxious as both
the cook and the hot-tembered red
queen! Her rendition of the mouse
w a s comical as well. Chipp Gardiner's quick, smooth acting made
his role as Dodgson the Narrator
flow with the swift rhythm of the
play. Jim Abrams played the
,; grinning Cheshire Cat with impeccable talent and cunning,
mysteriously appearing from
t; behind the glass of the science!
building. He depicted the silly

Wake of the Flood and Mars Hotel
which preceeded it. Next year will
probably find the Dead headed in a
new direction, but who knows? At
any rate, "If you get confused,
listen to the music play"

dynamic technique and strong,
dramatic flair, Mr. Villella's
athleticism has made him one of
the few dancers ever acclaimed by
Sports Illustrated. The company
will feature the exciting young
ballerina Anna Aragno as guest
star and five leading dancers from
the New York City Ballet.

PRAGATS
One of India's major classical
dancers, Indrani Rehman, will be
bringing her company of dancers
and musicians to the Auditorium of
the Connecticut General Insurance
Company, Cottage Grove Road,
Bloomfield, Conn, on September 26
at 8:00 p.m. A lovely and
disciplined dancer, very articulate
and with a fine sense of theater,
Indrani has taken her ensemble
across five continents, from
Britain to the Soviet Union, to
Africa and Austria, to the United
States, Canada, the Caribbean and
many Asian lands. On her last tour
of the United States, in the spring
of 1973, she was honored with the
key to the City of New York.

hoto by Al Moore
(203) 525-3026

I COME DOWN To 1284 Broad St. next to Friendly's and in
•troduce yourself to the friendly people
;
at TRINITY DRUG CO.
•Serving TRINITY STUDENTS for 40 years
Prescriptions—Legal Beverages—Cards and Supplies
FREE CHECK CASHING—(AMOUNT LIMITED)
ALEC GOLDIN, Reg. Pharm.

CHRISTOPHER

CHUNG

C & C Mobil Service
MAJOR AUTO REPAIRS
OUR SPECIALTY AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC
139 NEW BRITAIN AVE.,
HARTFORD, CT. 06106

BEER KEGS

VERMON

STRerr

ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK
Sfa.

''

WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
:Wines and Spirits - Minimum-Prices.:
•ir.

Package Store
4-17 New Britain Av.
249-6833
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ABC
PIZZA
HOUSE

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.

Phone 247-0234

[(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)!
SPECIAL PRICES FOR STUDENTS
— TWO WEEKS ONLY —

SEPT. 4 - 18

GRINDERS
COOKED SALAMI

PIZZAS

BOILED HAM
Small

Large

P U I N MAZZARELLA.. 1.55 3.00

TUNA

ONION

1.75 3.50

MEATBALL

PEPPERS

1.75 3.50

SAUSAGE.
. 1 . 7 5 3.50
SALAMI. . . . . . . . . 1 . 7 5 3.50
BACON....
.1.75 3.50
PEPPERONI .
1.75 3.50
ANCHOVIES . . . . . . . 1 . 7 5 3.50

SAUSAGE
GENOA SALAMI.

...

EGGPLANT
PEPPERONI
ALL GRINDERS 1.45
Half 95'

MEAT BALL

. 1.75 3.50

MUSHROOMS
2 COMB......

1.75 3.50
1.75 4.00

ROAST BEEF

2.15

3 COMB. . . . . . .

2.25 4.25

ROAST BEEF (Half)

1.25

.2.50 4.50

Greek Salad

SPECIAL

1.55

Bug Four Pizzas — get One FREE

Delicious Pizzas and Hot Oven Grinders

•}
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Announcements
Folk Society
The Trinity Polk Society is
having its first meeting. All those
interested in folk music at Trinity
please come to Alumni Lounge
tonight (Tuesday) at 9:30 p.m.

Sailing Anyone?
The Trinity Sailing Club will be
holding its fall scheduling meeting
for inter-collegiate racing on
Wednesday, September 10, at 7:30
in Wean Lounge. Anyone interested in racing this season is
urged to come. This will be the last
chance to be included in this
season's racing. If anyone would
like more information about
sailing at Trinity, they should
contact either Richard Walton at
Jarvis 321, Box 1799, or Jim Cobbs
at Ogilby 34, Box 1545.

psychic and entertainer at a host of
American and Canadian colleges.
He has been the guest of Johnny
Carson on the NBC "Tonight"
show, with club engagements in
the Catskills, at Playboy clubs, in
Las Vegas and on the Florida
circuit. Kolisch specializes in individual and mass hypnosis,
posthypnotic suggestion and extrasensory perception (ESP). He
never lacks for audience volunteers, since he makes use of a
sophisticated
approach
to
safeguard privacy.

Fibrosis Benefit

Over 150 craftsmen are expected
from the entire New England area
as well as New York and Pennsylvania. The show will be held in
the upper arcade of the Riverview
Plaza and in case of rain will move
to the lower parking arcade.
Public admission is free.
Refreshments will be available.
Homemade baked goods and
plants will be for sale by the
Hadassah women. There will also
be a raffle of over fifty items
donated by the craftsmen. Parking
for visitors is plentiful.
The festival committee is still
accepting applications from
craftsmen. For more information
please contact Mrs. Lewis Moss, 21
Arvid Road, Portland, Conn. 06480
or telephone (203) 342-2641.

The Second Annual Cystic
Fibrosis Arts and Crafts Fair will
be held Sunday, September 21,1975
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on the
green in Milford, Connecticut. In
the event of rain the show will be
postponed to the following Sunday,
September 28.
Over 60 exhibitors will parArtisans and craftsmen from all ticipate in the fourth annual Litover New England and New York chfield Art & Craft Show-Sale on
will be on hand to display their Saturday and Sunday, October 12,
work. A new addition this year will 13 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at LitThere will be a table in Mather be a "Poor Man's" Art Show chfield Jr. High. Admission is free
Hall for all registered Democrats sponsored simultaneously by the and refreshments will be served. A
Cystic
Fibrosis percentage of sales will go to the
wishing to vote in the Hartford Cheshire
Primary. Transportation to the Association
work of Child & Family Services,
polls will be furnished from the
The registration fee received Northwest, Conn.
table between 12 to 8 prn Thursday from exhibitors will help support
Sept. 11.
the needed research to find a cure
for all those children affected with
Cystic Fibrosis. Their futures look
Students completing teacher .
brighter every year only because
of your support. Remember, preparation programs may take
Anyone interested in ac- September is "Breath of Life" the
National
Teacher
companying dance classes, contact month.
Examinations on any of the three
Judy Dworin, c/o AAC or Ext. 312,
different test.dates announced for
Applications to exhibit may be this
250.
year by Educational Testing
obtained by contacting Mrs. Service.
Dorothy Jevarjian, 772 WhipThe dates are: November 8,1975,
porwill Lane, Stratford, Connecticut 06497. The public is February 21, 1976, and July 17,
Group hypnosis on collegiate welcome to attend the show and no 1976. The tests will be given at
volunteers will highlight the return admission will be charged. nearly 400 locations throughout the
appearance of John Kolisch, Parking is free and refreshments, United States, ETS said.
Results of the National Teacher
Viennese mentalist, when he including home baked goods will be
Examinations are used by many
performs feats of cerebral available at the green.
large school districts as one of
legerdemain on Wednesday
several factors in the selection of
evening, Sept. 17 at 8 in Holcomb
new teachers and by several states
Commons; University of Hartford.
The Kolisch event, "Phenomena
The fourth Annual Craft Fair, for certification or licensing of
of the Mind," will be sponsored by sponsored by the Middletown teachers. Some "colleges also
the UoFH Program Council. There Chapter of Hadassah, will be held require all seniors preparing to
is no charge for admission, but on Sunday, October 5,1975 from 10 teach to take the examinations.
On each full day of testing,
UoPH students have preference for a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Riverview
seats.
Center in Middletown which is -prospective teachers may take the
Billed as "The World's Fastest located directly behind Sears Common Examinations which
professional
Hypnotist," John Kolisch has Roebuck Company or right off measure their
preparation
and
general
enjoyed a 25-year career as a Route 9.

Litchfield
Craft Show

Democratic
Primary

Teacher Exams

Dance Classes

Group Hypnotist

Hadassah Fair

educational background and an
Area
Examination
which
measures their mastery of the
subject they expect to teach.
Prospective candidates should
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
their colleges, for specific advice
on which examinations to take and
on which dates they should be
taken.
The Bulletin of Information for
Candidates contains a list of test
centers, and general information
about the examinations, as well as
a Registration Form. Copies may
be obtained from college
placement officers, school personnel departments, or directly
from"
National
Teacher
Examinations,
Box
911,
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

The Tripod
is looking for
typists
and
counters.
Join the
action!
Box 1310

Ferris Athletic Center.
Lost—Freshman cheerleaders.
Would not divulge weight. Last
seen chasing freshman football
team chasing unknown beer thief.
Lost Varsity Cross Country team.
Last seen chasing freshman
cheerleaders . . .
Small yellow refrigerator seeks
home. Best Offer. Box 1812.

Phone: 525-3032

Hillel University

Holy Day Carillon

Lectures

Refrigerator for sale. $20 or best
offer. Contact Kim Jonas, Box

T. M. Lectures

1634, JK 105.

MALE SOMNANbuIist interested
in meeting female somnambulist.
Object: late evening strolls.
Jackson 26.
Jonathan's funeral home offers
discount rates to Trinity students
as well as fast service. In by 9:00
under by 5:00.

An introductory lecture on
Transcendental Meditation (TM)
will be given today at 4:15 p.m. in
room 134 of the Life Science
Center. The lecture is sponsored by
the Trinity Chapter of the Student's

International Meditation Society
and will be given by Scott Walker.
All those interested in TM and
present meditators are asked to
contact Bill Barrows, P. O. Box
1514-j 246-2909,

Tennis & Squash Rackets

Head
Wilson
Davis
Bancroft

PHILIP J, CIERI. B. 5., R. PH . MGf.
FREDERICK J. PERI. 5. S., «. PH.

Stringing
;n and
..
Repairing

PHARMACY
PHONE 247-7926

•

HARTFORD, CONN.

— Under New Discount Pricing Policy —
We look forward to serving you better with:
Larger Prescription Depi.
Leqal Beverages

%

.

Convenient Parking
Complete Card and Gift Depts.

STOP IN ANDGET ACQUAINTED
Checks will be cashed with Trinity I.D.

HAVE YOUR DOCTOR CALL IN, AND WE'LL HAVE

Motor Tune-Up — Brakes — Front' End Work
FORD, CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD,

a

130 NEW BRITAIN AVE , COR. 9ROAD STREET

COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Avenue
(3 min. from Campus)
247-9905

Santo Ciarcia Prop.

o

PPESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

S&tmce
1710 BROAD STREET

S.G.A. Meeting
The Student Government
Association (SGA) will be holding
its first meeting of the year o.n
Wed. Sept. 11 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge (near Hamlin). All
interested students are urged to
attend.

The Trinity College Hillel will
offer several free, non-credit
Eastern Airlines publishes a courses including beginning, inand
advanced
"Part of the Earth Catalog" -- a termediate,
free guide on spots for under-21 Hebrew; Israeli Dancing; Yidpersons to head for during school dish; Jewish Customs and
holidays or vacations. With young Traditions; and Israel: From
people's interests and budgets in Crisis to Crisis. The Hillel is also
mind, it looks at such Eastern seeking suggestions for additional
destinations as Disney World, courses.
Miami, Daytona Beach, New York
To register, send your name,
City, Mexico, San Juan, the phone number, box number, and
Bahamas, and the Caribbean the titles of the course (s) desired
islands.
to Ann Weiss, c/o Chaplain's OfTours, inexpensive eateries, and fice, through the campus mail.
insiders' hints are all part of the Deadline for registration is Wed.,
guide. Included, for instance, are Sept. 10. Class times will be
tennis programs, for example, in arranged to suit the needs of the
Mexico and five destinations in the students.
Caribbean which range from $39
per person to $112 per person,
double occupancy. Eastern's
perennially popular camping
Hartford, Conn.-Mr. George
program in Jamaica's Strawberry
Fields is again offered for $73 per Matthew, .Jr. will be the guest
person, double occupancy. A week carillonneur at Trinity College on
on the go in Mexico, with all meals, Sept. 14 at 3 p.m. He will offer a
is offered for $322.50. Or three selection of Jewish High Holy Day
days, two nights' lodging in a city music for the celebration of Rosh
that goes all the time - New York, Hasbana and Yom Kippur.
of course - is offered for $19 per
Officials at Trinity College, said
person, double occupancy.,
they invited the practiced
The guide also tells where in musician to present the Jewish
Daytona Beach to find a restaurant program on the College's Plumb
that's proud to have prices that are Memorial Carillen. The invitation
"in sight" while everything else is was endorsed by the B'nai B'rith
"outasite." It points out a spot in Hillel Foundation.of Trinity.-The
Orlando that is "total insanity and program, chosen, in consultation
a delightful place to be a goon." with Rabbi Samuel Silver of
And in New York it advises that Temple Sinai in Stamford, was
"the franks at Nathan's Midtown presented at Yale University and
somehow don't taste the same" as the First Presbyterian Church on
they do at Nathan's Coney Island. Sunday, Sept. 7.

Prompt & Courteous Attention
?

Yom Kippur
Join us to breakfast at the Hillel
House, 30 Crescent St., Monday
night at 7:45.

Vacation Guide

Classified
Lost Frosh—Sex: Dubious. Answers to Greetings from Asbury
Park. 18 years old. Between 130
and 180 pounds. Last seen at the
Saturday night dance absconding
with a keg of beer.
Lost—One freshman football team.
Between 3000 and 4000 pounds.
Reportedly last seen chasing an
unmarked freshman absconding
with a keg of beer. Inquire at the

Israeli Dancing
Hillel announces the first session
of the year for. Israeli dancing!
Come to the Washington Room on
Wednesday night at 7:30 and let
your feat ease your. mind.

j

YOUR PRESCRIPTION WAITING WHEN YOU ARRIVE.
*

*

*

^

^

'•••!•'
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Varsity Football Squad Shapes Up
are fighting for several openings
By Ira Goldman
left vacant by graduation.
UPI New England Small College
Paced with the loss of 10 starters
from last fall's highly successful 7- Coach-of-the Year Don Miller is
1 campaign, the Trinity College once again at the Bantam's helm,
football team has been undergoing assisted by coaches Richard
early season drills over the past 10 Taylor, Richard Hazelton and
days on the practice fields behind Michael Darr. Miller will be
Ferris Athletic Center. Led by Co- depending on a solid group of
Captains George Rose and Steve seasoned veterans to form the
Thoren, some 60 returnees and nucleus of this years team.
former freshman team members
Coach Miller late last week

expressed pleasure with both the
size of the turnout and with the
hard-working attitude his veterans
brought back with them. He noted
that the squad came back several
days early to begin practice, and
have just completed one week of
two-a-day pre-season drills. Coach
Miller also expressed delight at the
fine weather that has blessed the
first week of practice.

NCAA Limits Squad Size
By George Piligian
A special convention of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association passed legislation
limiting the size of varsity squads
competing in sports events at home
and away games.
The convention, meeting August
14-15, was motivated to act to introduce legislation because of
economic reasons, according to
Karl Kurth, Director of Athletics at
Trinity, Financially, smaller
squads are less of a problem to
outfit and provide for transportation. "Philosophically, for
Trinity it (the clause referring to
squad size) conflicts with what
we'd like to do; 'practically, it
makes sense," said Kurth. He
explained, it will be more difficult
to accomodate all varsity sport

contestants who are willing to athletic scholarships and no
Trinity student should find his or
compete on a varsity squad.
In the past, Trinity was able to her scholarship endangered
arrange for additional sportsmen because he or she has been cut
on varsity squads. For the present, from a varsity squad.
Kurth added, third team com;
In a recent development,
petition and intramural leagues University of Alabama Coach Paul
could be counted on to handle any "Bear" Bryant succeeded in
possible influx of sportsmen not winning a court injunction against
accomodated by the limited size of the N.C.A.A. which temporarily
varsity
squads.
Kurth places the number of football
acknowledges the present limit players on varsity squads at 60
clause is in direct conflict with the instead of 48 for all three divisions.
college's policy of trying to get as
The following list of varsity
many people to participate in a squad size limitations is part of the
sport as is possible. The new legislation passed at the conlegislation does not affect Trinity vention; it includes the across-theas it would, were Trinity a Division board number of 60 varsity squad
I school. Trinity is a member of the football
players:
New England Small College
Athletic Conference which includes
Home
Travel Squads
Division III schools. Division III
colleges do not award students
II III
I H III

In a preliminary sketch of the
teams' strengths and weaknesses,
Coach Miller noted that out of the first formal scrimmage of the
starters in last season's finale season this past.Saturday, an interagainst Wesleyan, graduation squad affair. Teams were picked
losses account for 5 positions each Ijy th<! two co-captains. Next
in the offensive and defensive .Saturday, the Bunts travel to
units. In the offensive backfield, Worcester for a .scrimmage
the only returnees are Quar- against WPf, then return home on
terback George Rose and Fullback the 20th to scrimmage Tufts
Pat Heffernan. Up front, the University.
Bantam's lose three members of
the offensive line, while three
The Bantams open regular
members return, including split season play on the 27th when they
end Tom Lines.
lruvt'1 to Williamstown, Muss, to
Defensively, n similar .situation play always-tough Williams
exists, as the backfield was hurdhit College. For the benefit of those not
by graduation. Co-Captain Stave hero last year, Williams inflicted
Thoren returns to anchor this Trinity's only loss last year, in the
group. Thu defensive wall, Hants opening contest. Williams
however, should be .strong us 5 then went on to nip the Bantams in
returnees arc counted among the Ul'I's New England Small College
veterans, including senior standout Football Poll to be named #1 in
Vic Novak. Coach Miller also New England while Trinity
pointed tothe kicking game, ably finished in the H2 position.
handled by senior Mike Maus, aa a
strong point.

Basketball
23

Women's Regatta
The recently announced National
Invitational Women's Regatta on
the Connecticut River in Holyoke
on October 18 is being held in order
The National Regatta will
to focus attention on the
recreational aspects of the 'Con- feature 8-women varsity and junior
varsity crews from eastern
necticut River.
universities and colleges. Twenty
Norman Graf, crew coach at invitations have been issued and
Trinity, and technical director of commitments have been received
the race, said he felt there was a from Trinity College, Connecticut
need for the National Regatta College, Mt. Holyoke College, Holy
because it comes during a seasonal Cross College, Smith College,
time which is better for women in Dartmouth College, and the
terms of water conditions, and University of Massachusetts. Graf
when there is less strain on athletic said, the race will be held over a
budgets and coaching staffs. In two mile course above Holyoke
effect, women's crew would Dam with the finish line near
become a fall sport, leaving the Brunelle's Marina and the Holyoke
men's variety to the spring. " . , , Canoe Club.
the. race offers head-to-head
competition and is not against the
clock," said Graf.

(>•':

TRINITY
COLLEGE
iPORTS

TALL
SCHEDULE
1975

18 18 18

23 2a

Baseball
13

13 13

10

10 12

Cross Country
11 Hi 11

9

9

9

12

12 12

60

60 60

Fencing
15

15 15

Football

60

60 60
Golf
8 B

8

6

6

Ice Hockey

— 25 25

Lacrosse

30

30 30

23

23 23

23

23 23

Soccer

Tennis

9

20

20 20

24

24 24

18

18 18

18

18 24

28

9

7

28 28

22

7

Indoor-Track

34 34

34
IE

27

Water Polo

15 15

15 15

12 12

ls

12 12

FALL SPORTS SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER
U. Hartford
19 Women's Tennis
Bowdoin
20 Varsity Soccer
23 Women's Field Hockey Williams
Williams
23 Women's Tennis
25 Women's Field Hockey Wellesley
Conn. College
25 Women's Tennis
26 Varsity Cross Country Williams
Williams
27 Varsity Football
Williams
27 Varsity Soccer
Williams
27 Freshman Soccer
29 Women's Field Hockey Brown
Brown
29 Women's Tennis
OCTOBER
1 Women's Tennis
Smith
Coast Guard
1 Freshman Soccer
2 Women's Field Hockey Conn. College
3 Freshman Football
Williams
4 Varsity Football
Bates
4 Varsity Soccer
J.I.T.
4 Freshman Soccer
M.I.T.
4 Varsity Cross Country U. Hartford
6 Women's Tennis
Ml. Holyoke
7 Varsity Cross Country Coast Guard
8 Women's Tennis
Springfield
9 Varsity Soccer
Babson
10 Freshman Football
St. Thomas More
Am hers t
10 Freshman Soccer
11 Women's Field Hockey Miss Porter's School

i ? i •. •

27 27

12

Wrestling
15

7

22 22

Outdoor Track

. / .

7

Swimming
9

...

3:00 Away
11:00 Away
4:00 Home
4:00 Home
3:30 Away
3:00 Away
4:00 Away
1:30 Away
11:00 Away
11:00 Away
3:30 Home
3:30 Home

n-x
Varsity soccer practice session.
REPORTERS
The Tripod is looking for
a few good men! Are you
looking for action sportswriting or photographing
for the sports section?
Contact the sports editor at
Box 842.

11 Women's Tennis
11 Women's Crew
11 Varsity Football
11 Varsity Soccer
11 Varsity Cross Country
13 Freshman Soccer
H Women's Field Hockey!
14 Women's Tennis
ir> Varsity Cross Country
3:30 Away
Hi Women's Field Hockey
3:00 Home
Hi Women's Tennis
3:00 Away
17 Freshman Football'
3:00 Home
18 Women's (Yew
1:30 Away
18
Varsily Football
2:00 Away
1
H
Varsity Soccer
2:00 Away
lfl Freshman S o m ' r
12:00 Away
•V. (JO Home 18 Varsity Cross Cmmtn.
21 Women's Tennis
4:00 Home
21 Freshman Soccer
3 ::U) A way
21
Varsity Cross Cuutun
3:00 Homo
22 Varsity Soccer
3:00 Home
25 Varsity Football
3' t>0 Home
10:00 Home 26 Women V r e w
28 Freshman .Soowr
28 Varsity Cross Country
29 Varsity Soccer
30 Women's field Hockey
31 Freshman Football '

photo »>v Mike Tinati
MANAGERS
A Manager is needed (or
any sport. Male or female
students accepted. No
knowledge of sports is
required. If interested,
please contact Director of
Athletics, Karl Kurth, at
any one of these extensions: 284, 285, or 289.
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Tufts
Goodwin Cup
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